Practical by design and stylish as a result
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espite all predictions, we are still
waiting for the paperless office.
To make this wait a bit more bearable
TECHO has designed a range of storage
systems that sit unobtrusively in the
office environment. They will at least
give you the illusion that paper is on
the way out.

Cabinets without doors

Our storage systems have been
designed with functionality in mind
rather than style. We have found that
if you concentrate on functionality
the appearance looks after itself.
We wanted to get every possible cm3
of storage space from these products
– and that’s what we have achieved.
We designed the cabinet range
as a practical and convenient storage
system that complements our desking
ranges. During the design process
particular attention was paid to
the doors to ensure that access
to the storage space is maximised.
In the tambour and sliding door
versions almost no space is wasted.
Whichever model you choose, you are
sure to appreciate the no-nonsense
design, vast storage potential and
high build quality of the TECHO cabinet
range.

Wooden tambour cabi-

Wooden cabinets with sliding do-

Wooden cabinets with wing do-

Cabinet

Private Bank CZ

Steel tambour cabi-

ts

Kyocera

pull-out frame

steel fixed and pull-out shelf

steel shelf with coat

MFC fixed shelf

MFC shelf with coat

Hasbro

Certificates
EN 14073-2
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
OHSAS 18001
CFCS 2002
FSC STD 40-004
Furniture Industry
Sustainability Programme Full Member
EPD

Cabinet MFC – open front
w = 800, 1000, 1200

Cabinet MFC – FT
w = 800, 1000, 1200

Wood Cabinets

735

1063

1780

Cabinet MFC – ST
w = 800, 1000, 1200

450

450

450

458

458

Cabinet MFC – Tambour
w = 800, 1000, 1200

Cabinet MFC – FT glass
w = 800, 1000, 1200

458

Steel Cabinets

Cabinet steel tambour
w = 800, 1000

Grain side-side
(tops)

Grain front-back
(tops)

They almost
seem bigger
inside than
out

wild pear

RAL9004 black

beech

RAL9007 gunmetal

grey

RAL9022 silver

white

RAL9010 white

MFC Mobile Pedestals

602

602

MFC Mobile Pedestals Slim

443

343

600

600

Pedest
Protector of personal belongings

596

Steel Mobile Pedestals Slim

596

Steel Mobile Pedestals

428

600

Certificates
EN 14073-2
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
OHSAS 18001
CFCS 2002
FSC STD 40-004
Furniture Industry
Sustainability Programme Full Member
EPD

328

600

1087

735

MFC Desk-high Pedestals

443

600
800

443

tals

In combination with our desks,
pedestals create a logical and
functional unit. To maximise user
convenience the pedestals are subject
to continual development.
With the new generation of wooden
pedestals TECHO is introducing three
standards of user convenience.
The differences are hidden in
the carcass in the form of the drawer
runners and closing systems.
Type C pedestals use standard drawer runners that
we have been using to date.
There is a slight metallic sound that accompanies drawer opening/
closing and drawers have a bit of sideways play.

Grain side-side
(tops)

600
800

Grain front-back
(tops)

Wooden pedestals Metal pedestals

wild pear

RAL9004 black

beech

RAL9007 gunmetal

Drawers on the Type B pedestals move
on the Quadro drawer runner system, which ensures quiet movement.
This means greater comfort for the user.

grey

RAL9022 silver

The Type A pedestals are also fitted
with the Quadro drawer runner system, but in addition
they have a damped closing system.

white

RAL9010 white

Lockers
TECHO offers a range of lockers in standard
or made to measure sizes. They provide a secure
and convenient locker solution with a choice
of locks depending on requirements.
Made from MFC, they come in a variety
of finishes and colours, and are easy
to attached side-by-side to form banks
of lockers.

